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Motion Planning for Kinematic Stratified Systems
With Application to Quasi-Static Legged
Locomotion and Finger Gaiting
Bill Goodwine and Joel W. Burdick

Abstract—We present a general motion planning algorithm for
robotic systems with a “stratified” configuration space. Such systems include quasi-static legged robots and kinematic models of object manipulation by finger repositioning. Our method is an extension of a nonlinear motion planning algorithm for smooth systems
to the stratified case, where the relevant dynamics are not smooth.
The method does not depend upon the number of legs or fingers;
furthermore, it is not based on foot placement or finger placement
concepts. Examples demonstrate the method.
Index Terms—Stratified systems, nonlinear motion planning,
legged locomotion, robotic manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HIS PAPER considers the motion planning problem for
systems whose governing physics impose a “stratified”
structure on the system’s configuration space. A more formal
notion of a stratified configuration space is presented in Section
III. Stratification naturally arises in the context of legged locomotion and object manipulation via finger repositioning. These
operations are characterized in part by the system making and
breaking contact with its environment. The configuration spaces
(or c-space) of these systems are “stratified” into subsets that
correspond to different contact states. The governing dynamical
equations depend upon the contact state, and are discontinuous
during the making and breaking of contact.
The goal of our motion planning scheme is to determine
the control inputs (e.g., mechanism joint variable trajectories)
which will steer the walking robot from a starting configuration
to a desired final configuration, or to manipulate the grasped
object from an initial to a final configuration via a combination of finger repositioning and finger motions. The planner
must simultaneously plan the mechanism’s motion during
a single contact state, as well as determine when to change
contact states. This paper presents a general motion planning
methodology for this class of systems, which includes all
quasi-static legged locomotors and many kinematic models of
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Fig. 1. Top: schematic of simple hexapod robot. Bottom: definition of
kinematic variables.

multi-fingered hand manipulation. The method is independent
of the number of legs (or fingers) and many other aspects of
a robot’s morphology. In the legged locomotion context, it is
distinct from previous planning methods in that it is not based
on foot placement concepts, and therefore the computationally
burdensome calculation of foot placement can be avoided.
Instead, our approach focuses on control inputs.
As a concrete example of when such a planner is needed,
consider the six-legged hexapod in Fig. 1 (this model will be
fully explored in Section V). Each leg has only two degrees
of freedom—the robot can only lift its legs up and down and
move them forward and backward. Conventional hexapods are
designed with three independent degrees of freedom per leg.
The limited control authority in this design may be desirable
in practical situations because it decreases the mechanical complexity of the robot. This leg geometry can also probably be implemented at very small size scales using MEMS technology.
However, such decreased kinematic complexity comes at the
cost of requiring more sophisticated control and motion planning theory. Note that for this model, it is not immediately clear
if the robot can move “sideways.”
The issue of this mechanism’s ability to move sideways is the
controllability problem. Previous work by the authors has considered controllability tests for stratified systems. We assume
throughout this paper that a given system is gait controllable in
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the stratified sense as defined in [1] and [2]. Otherwise, it is not
necessarily possible to determine a set of system inputs which
steer the robot to the desired final configuration. Given the assumption of controllability, this paper addresses how to plan the
robot’s leg (or finger) movements so that it can approximately
follow a given trajectory. A conventional “foot-placement” approach, where the foot can be placed as necessary to implement
vehicle motion will clearly not work for the hexapod of Fig. 1,
because sideways leg placement is impossible.
Our approach is an extension of the method by Lafferriere
and Sussmann [3] for motion planning for a class of nonlinear
kinematic systems whose equations of motion are smooth.
However, since legged robots (and grasping hands) intermittently make and break contact, their equations of motion are not
smooth. Hence, the method of [3] can not be directly applied.
Section III introduces the notion of a stratified configuration
space, which is decomposed into various subspaces (or strata)
depending upon which combination of feet are in contact
with the ground. We extend the approach of [3] by using the
stratified c-space structure in a novel way. It is likely that
other methods for steering smooth systems (such as [4]) can
be similarly extended by adopting our framework. A main
contribution of this work is the introduction of a geometric
framework that supports the extension of prior nonholonomic
motion planning techniques to this class of systems.
Our approach is general and thus works independently of
the number of legs (fingers). It may be true that for a given
quasi-static legged robot, one could develop a specific motion
planner that would perform as well, or possibly better, than the
technique described in this paper. The key advantage of this approach is its generality. It is particularly well suited to the task
of quickly designing a planner during the preliminary stages
of legged robot system design. While the techniques outlined
in this paper are applicable to both locomotion and a class of
hand manipulation problems, the bulk of the paper will focus on
locomotion, with the application to hand manipulation briefly
sketched at the end of the paper.
There is a vast literature on the analysis and control of legged
robotic locomotion. Prior efforts have typically focused either
on a particular morphology (e.g., biped [5], quadruped [6], [7],
or hexaped [8]) or a particular locomotion assumption (e.g.,
quasi-static [8] or hopping [9]). Less effort has been devoted to
uncovering principles that span all morphologies and assumptions. Some general results do exist. For example, the bifurcation analysis in [10], many optimal control results such as those
in [11] and the fundamental conservation of momentum and energy results that underlie Raibert’s hopping results [9] have general applicability. However, none of these methods directly use
the inherent geometry of stratified configuration spaces to formulate results which span morphologies and assumptions. Our
work makes a novel connection with recent advances in nonlinear geometric control theory. We believe that this connection
is a useful and necessary step toward establishing a solid basis
for locomotion engineering.
In contrast to robotic legged locomotion, many results in
robotic grasping and manipulation are formulated in a manner
that is independent of the morphology of the gripper [12].
Vast efforts have been directed toward the analysis of grasp

stability and force closure [13]–[15], motion planning assuming continuous contact [16]–[18] and haptic interfaces and
other sensing [19]–[21]. Finger gaiting, where fingers make
and break contact with the object has been less extensively
considered. Finger gaiting has been implemented in certain
instances [22]–[24] and also partially considered theoretically
[25]–[27]. Perhaps the approach which most closely mirrors
that of the subject of this proposal is in [12] where notions of
controllability and observability from “standard” control theory
are applied to grasping (however, these results are limited to
the linear case and do not allow for fingers to intermittently
contact the object). When applied to manipulation, our method
can seemlessly integrate point contact finger repositioning, and
is the first algorithm to do so with this amount of generality.
Extending this method to include rolling contact manipulation
is feasible, though nontrivial. This extension will be the subject
of a future publication.
To make the paper self-contained, Section II presents some
basic nonlinear control concepts and provides a brief overview
of the motion planning method of [3] (due to space limitations,
a comprehensive summary is, unfortunately, not possible). Section III introduces our notion of a stratified c-space. Section IV
presents our algorithm in the context of quasi-static legged locomotion, while Section V applies this algorithm to the system
of Fig. 1. Section VI sketches the application of these ideas to
multi-fingered hand manipulation, and presents an example.
II. BACKGROUND
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notation and
formalism of differential geometry and nonlinear control theory,
as in [28]. The following definitions and classical theorems are
reviewed so that the starting point of our development will be
clear.
The equations of motion for smooth kinematic nonholonomic
systems take the form of a driftless nonlinear affine control
system evolving on a configuration manifold,
(1)
Since we restrict our analysis to quasi-static locomotion and
kinematic models of multi-fingered manipulation, the governing
equations of motion will piecewise take the form of (1) on each
strata. Recall that the Lie bracket between two control vector
and
, is computed as
fields,

and can be interpreted as the leading order term that results from
the sequence of flows
(2)
represents the solution of the differential equawhere
at time starting from .
tion
The results from [3] are formulated primarily by way of
formal computations. For example, the flow along the vector
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field
can be considered by its formal exponential of
denoted by

,

(3)
where terms of the form are partial differential operators (not
vector fields) and Lie brackets are represented by commutation:
. In order to use (3), composition must
be from left to right, as opposed to right to left for flows, e.g.,
, where both sides of this equation mean
“flow along for time and then flow along for time .” A
rigorous justification for the use of such a formal representation
is somewhat lengthy and can be found in [3], [29]. Essentially,
the approach in [3] is to represent vector fields with “indeterminates,” for which expansions of the form of (3) can be justified.
The relationship between the flow along vector fields sequentially is given by the Campbell–Baker–Hausdorff formula [30].
the comTheorem 1: Given two smooth vector fields
position of their exponentials is given by
(4)
where the remaining terms may be found by equating terms
in the (noncommutative) formal power series on the right- and
left-hand sides.
A. Trajectory Generation for Smooth Systems
A nonholonomic control system typically does not have
enough controls to directly drive the system along a given
in (1) is less than the c-space
trajectory, i.e., the number
dimension. In the method of [3], this deficit is managed
by using an “extended system,” where “fictitious controls,”
corresponding to higher order Lie bracket motions, are added.
If enough Lie brackets are added to the system to span all
possible motion directions (which is possible if the system
is locally controllable), then the motion planning problem
becomes trivial for the extended system.
The extended system is constructed by adding Lie brackets to
the original system from (1),
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whether or not there are more ’s than the dimension of the
.
configuration space, i.e., whether
A basic fact from differential geometry is that all flows of (1)
can be represented in the (formal) form
(7)
, called the backward Philip
for some functions
satisfies
Hall coordinates. Furthermore, as shown in [3],
the formal differential equation
(8)
If we define the adjoint mapping

then it is straightforward to show that
(9)
. (For a complete derivation, see
for some polynomials
[32]). Equating coefficients of the in (8) with the derivative of
(7), and using (9), yields differential equations having the form
(10)
These equations specify the evolution of the backward Philip
Hall coordinates in response to the fictitious inputs, which were
found via (6).
Example 1: Here we present a simple example illustrating
the computation of the Philip Hall coordinates. More complicated examples are presented in detail in [32]. Consider a two
input system on a three dimensional configuration manifold:

Assume that the set
The extended system is

spans

at all

.

(5)
where
for
, and the
where
respond to higher order Lie brackets of the

cor, chosen so that
at each
.
are called fictitious inputs since they do
The ’s where
not correspond with any actual system inputs. A technical requirement is that the higher order Lie brackets must belong to
the Philip Hall basis (see [31], [32] for a definition) for the Lie
algebra of vector fields on .
The control inputs which steer the extended system can be
found as follows. If it is desired to start at the point and finish
connecting and
at the point , define a curve
and solve
(6)
for the fictitious controls . This will simply involve inverting
a square matrix or determining a pseudo-inverse, depending on

The formal differential equation is
(11)
and the formal exponential is

Differentiating the formal exponential yields:
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rearranging gives

and using the adjoint notation

(12)
which is in the form of (8).
Expanding the formal exponentials to second order according
in the preto (3) gives the following coefficients for each
ceding equation:

Lie brackets, each of the individual flows starting from the
left-most exponential can be simply represented by a sequence
of four piecewise constant inputs as indicated in (2). The exponentials
simply represent
concatenated flows directly along each of the control vector
, these flows are accomplished
fields
) for the
by letting the corresponding input be “on” (i.e.,
.
corresponding time represented by
We only provide detailed computations for systems of degree
two since, in practice physical systems that require Lie bracket
motions of order greater than two may be inconvenient to control since many motions are needed to effect even a small motion
in a higher order Lie bracket direction.
Example 2: Returning to the previous example, since
are known, the final sequence of flows is
given by

Lie bracket
In particular, the coefficient of
is computed as follows
(terms higher than second order are dropped):

Equating the coefficients of the
preceding computations)

’s in (12) and (11) (using the

Solving these differential equations for the
provides the
amount of time the system must flow along each of the extended
system basis vector fields in (7).
Next one must determine the actual inputs using the Philip
Hall coordinates. For systems with extended systems only including Lie brackets up to second order, this is a straightforward
procedure. Having determined the Philip Hall coordinates from
(10), the flow for the system is of the form of (7), where the
are now known. Therefore, the
Philip Hall coordinates,
final position of the system is given by

(recall that for the formal representation, composition is from left to right). Since the exponentials
are second order

approximation

followed by

where the notation
means that
for time if
or
for time
if
and means concatenation,
means that the flow for
follows the flow
i.e.,
for .
For systems with Lie brackets of order greater than two in
the extended system, the procedure involves some additional
steps to which we direct the interested reader to [3], [29]. In
particular, for higher order systems, it is easier to determine the
real inputs using the “forward” rather than backward Philip Hall
coordinates. The transformation from the backward to forward
coordinates is an algebraic transformation (see [3]). Additionally, since the piecewise approximation to the flow along Lie
bracket is only approximate, relatively straightforward corrections to this must be computed when determining a piecewise
approximation to flows along vector fields of degree greater than
two.
If the system is nilpotent,1 this method exactly steers the
system to the desired final state; otherwise, the system is steered
to a point that is, at worst, half the distance to the desired state
[3]. The algorithm can be iterated to generate arbitrary precision. This iterated method also includes the notion of a “critical” step length. Reference [3] estimates the critical step length
bound, and shows via simulations that the actual critical length
is typically larger than the estimated bound.
III. STRATIFIED CONFIGURATION SPACES
The method reviewed in Section II-A can not be directly used
for legged or multi-fingered robots because their governing
equations of motion are not smooth. To adapt this method
(and similar nonholonomic motion planning methods) to these
systems, we use the notion of a stratified configuration space.
While the stratified concept is equally applicable to locomotion
1A system of the form (1) is said to be nilpotent of order k if all the Lie
brackets between control vector fields of order greater than k are 0.
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Fig. 2. Abstract depiction of the stratified structure of a biped robot c-space.

and multi-fingered manipulation, the language of locomotion
is used below for simplicity.
denote a robot’s configuration manifold, which deLet
scribes the robot’s position and orientation as well as all of
the mechanism’s joint variables. The robot’s possible configurations will be subjected to constraints if one or more of its
feet (fingers) are in contact with the ground (object). The set
of configurations corresponding to one contact is generically a
denote the
codimension one submanifold of . Let
codimension one submanifold of that corresponds to all configurations where only the th foot contacts the terrain. That the
are submanifolds can be demonstrated by noting that set
of points corresponding to ground contact can be described by
the preimage of a function describing the foot’s height. We generally assume that , is, at least locally, defined by a level set of
. For legged robotic locomotion sysa function
are naturally defined by the height of
tems, these functions,
the robot’s foot off of the ground so that the level sets
are of interest.
When both the th and th feet are on the ground, the corresponding set of states is a codimension 2 submanifold of that
is formed by the intersection of the two single contact subman.
ifolds. Denote, the intersection of and , by
The structure of the configuration manifold for a biped is abstractly illustrated in Fig. 2. For systems with larger numbers
of legs (fingers), further intersections, corresponding to more
complicated contact states, can be similarly defined in a recur, etc. Denote an
sive fashion:
arbitrary intersection set (or “stratum”) by
, and assume that
is a regular submanifold of
. This is generically true for rigid body mechanisms. If the
are locally described by the functions
strata
, then
will be a submanifold of
if the
are functionally independent. If the
functions
correspond to foot heights, this functional indefunctions
pendence will be satisfied for legged robots.
We say that the robot c-space is stratified2 and call each
a stratum. The highest codimension
of the submanifolds
stratum containing the point is called the bottom stratum, and
2Note that the terms “stratification” and “strata” are also used in other contexts to describe the topology of orbit spaces of Lie group actions, and are a
slight generalization of the notion of a foliation [33].

Fig. 3.

Four-level stratification.

any other submanifolds containing are called higher strata.
When making comparisons among different strata, we will refer
to higher codimension (i.e., lower dimensional) strata as lower
strata, and lower codimension (i.e., higher dimensional) strata
as higher strata.
Whenever an additional foot contacts the ground, the robot
is subjected to additional constraints. For “point-like” feet, this
may be a holonomic constraint; whereas, some contacts are
better characterized by nonholonomic constraints. Regardless
of the constraint type, the system’s equations of motion will
change in a nonsmooth manner. Otherwise, the system’s
equations of motion are smooth, though generally different in
each strata. Hence, the discontinuities are localized to regions
of transition between strata.
are written as
The equations of motion at
(13)
depends upon the codimension of
and the nature
where
of the additional constraints imposed on the system in . We
assume that the vector fields in the equations of motion for any
given stratum are well defined at all points in that stratum, including points contained in any substrata of that stratum. For
are well defined for
.
example, the vector fields
Note, however, that they do not represent the system’s equations
of motion in the substrata, but, nonetheless, are still well defined
as vector fields.
Fig. 3 illustrates, via a graph-like structure, a four-level stratification, which corresponds to a four-legged walker. A node corresponds to a stratum, and the presence of an edge connecting
nodes indicates that it is possible to move between the strata
that are connected by the edge. The ability to move between
two strata depends upon the mechanics of a given problem, and
will generally be obvious from the characteristics of a given
problem. Whether or not edges between nodes are permissible
is considered in more detail in [2]. When a configuration manifold is consistent with the above description, we will refer to it
as a stratified configuration space.
Definition 1: Let be a manifold, and functions
be such that the level sets
are regular submanifolds of , for each , and the intersection
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of any number of level sets,
, is also a regular submanifold of . Then
and the functions
define a stratified configuration space.
Locomotion gaits have a straightforward interpretation in a
stratified configuration space. In particular, we specify a gait as
an ordered sequence of strata:
(14)
where is the number of different contact states in the gait. In
this ordered sequence, the first and last element are identical,
indicating that the gait is a closed loop in the strata graph. For
the gait to be meaningful, the system must be able to switch
to
for each . We further assume that the
from stratum
specified gait or gaits satisfy the gait controllability conditions
of [2] so that arbitrary trajectories can be tracked.
For a given strata, , the distribution defined by the span of
is
the control vector fields active on

The involutive closure of
, denoted by
, is the closure
under Lie bracketing. The controllability of a given gait,
of
. If
,
(14), can be determined by letting
. Else, if
, then
then
In [2] it shown that if
the system is gait controllable from . For a more rigorous
discussion and summary of stratified system controllability, see
[1] and [2].
IV. LEGGED TRAJECTORY GENERATION
This section extends the procedure outlined in Section II
to kinematic systems having a stratified c-space. We focus
on quasi-static legged locomotion in this section. Section VI
sketches the extension to basic finger gaiting manipulation.
Assume that the robot starts at a configuration and seeks to
reach a final configuration . By a configuration, we mean the
position and orientation of the body, as well as the configuration
of the legs. We assume that both and lie in the same bottom
. This corresponds to the legged robot
stratum, denoted by
starting and stopping with the same set of feet in contact with
the ground. Eliminating this requirement is a simple extension
of the algorithm described below.
The switching behavior associated with stratified systems can
not be accounted for in the methods of Section II.A. However,
the method can be extended to legged and fingered robotic sys.
tems via the notion of a stratified extended system on
A. The Stratified Extended System
On each strata, only one set of controls (or governing equations) is in effect. Generally, the equations of motion in the
bottom strata will be different than those in higher strata. Furthermore, it will be typically true that the goal can not be
. Hence, some switching amongst
reached by remaining in
the strata will be necessary. However, since the bottom strata
is defined by the intersection of higher strata, the equations of
motion in the higher strata are valid at points arbitrarily close to
the bottom strata. As shown below, it is possible to consider the

Fig. 4. Sequence of flows.

vector fields associated with each stratum in one common space.
In this case, that common space will be the bottom stratum. This
concept will be encapsulated below in the definition of a “stratified extended system.” We first introduce some examples to
show how we can consider vector fields defined on different
strata in a common space. Additional examples that deal with
more subtle issues can be found in [34].
Example 3: Consider the conceptual biped configuration
, the
space as shown in Fig. 2. Assume that on stratum
moves the system off of
and onto , and
vector field
moves the system off of
onto .
correspondingly,
and
, defined on
Also, we consider the vector fields
and
respectively. Consider the following sequence of flows,
starting from the point

on

on
(15)

” means that the flow takes the system
The notation “
to
and “on ” means that the flow lies entirely
from
in . This sequence of flows is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this
sequence, the system first moved off of the bottom stratum into
, flowed along the vector field
, flowed back onto the
bottom stratum, off of the bottom stratum onto , along vector
and back to the bottom stratum.
field
Notice that from the Campbell–Baker–Hausdorff formula
[see (4)], if the Lie bracket between two vector fields is zero,
then their flows commute. Thus, if
and

(16)

we can reorder the sequence of flows in (15) by interchanging
and
and the flows along
and
as
the flow along
follows

interchanged

interchanged
(17)

on
if

and

.
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Note that
and
are vector fields in the equations of
and , respectively, but not on stratum
motion for strata
. However, the sequence of flows in (15) occurs on different
strata, where the flows are governed by vectors fields associated
with each stratum. This flow yields the same net result as the net
flow in (17), where the vector fields are evaluated on the bottom
stratum, even though they are not part of the equations of motion
and
there. Furthermore, we note that if the vector fields
are tangent to the substratum
, then the resulting flow given
. In fact, it is implicitly required in the
in (17) will remain in
is tangent to
.
above argument that at least
If the bottom stratum is described by the level set of a function
, and if a vector field
is not tangent to the bottom stratum,
. Also, since the vector field
then
moves the foot out of contact, we similarly have
. Then, the vector field,
, is
because
tangent to
(18)
Henceforth, we will just assume that the vector field on the
higher stratum is tangent to the lower stratum, and note that if it
is not tangent, we can modify it to be so in the above manner.
The above example shows how one can effectively determine
the influence of a control that is defined in a higher stratum
on the net evolution of the system in the lower stratum. The
following example shows how motions that are analogous to Lie
Bracket motions can be realized by controls on different higher
strata.
Example 4: Consider the sequence of flows

The first six flows in this example are the same as in Example
3. Following the first six flows are six more wherein the flows
, and entirely on
that are entirely on , i.e., the flow along
, i.e., the flow along
, are in the negative direction. If the
Lie brackets are zero as in (16), and
these flows can be rearranged as

Now, if
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height of that foot relative to the ground. Furthermore, for each
stratum comprising the given gait, we assume that the system’s
equations of motion are independent of the foot height, i.e., the
robot’s motion is independent of whether a particular foot is
very close to the ground, or very far from the ground, but may
be dependent upon whether or not a foot is in or out of contact
with the ground. When this is so, the Lie bracket of the vector
field controlling foot height with any other vector field is zero,
and the decoupling requirement is satisfied. Additionally, the
tangency requirements for canceling the flows associated with
raising and lowering the foot will automatically be satisfied.
This is arguably a strict assumption. However, for kinematic,
legged robots this assumption will almost always be satisfied
(see Section V for an example).
Examples 3 and 4 show that in given a stratified system,
the vector fields on any stratum (other than vector fields corresponding to lifting or replacing feet) can be considered as part
of the equations of motion in the bottom stratum if either certain
Lie bracket and tangency conditions are met, or if Assumption
1 is satisfied. If the vector fields are not tangent to the bottom
stratum, they are modified as in Example 3.
We have shown above that it is possible to consider vector
fields in higher strata as part of the equations of motion for the
system on the bottom stratum. Based on this observation, we
introduce the following.
Definition 2: Extended Stratified System The extended
stratified system on the bottom strata,
, is the driftless
system comprised of the vector fields on the bottom strata,
chosen vector fields from the higher strata, and Lie brackets
and higher strata, i.e., it is a system
of vector fields from
taking the form:

from higher strata
(19)
any Lie brackets
span
, the inputs
are
where the
are fictitious.
real, and the inputs
With this definition, we have effectively increased the class
of vector fields that we may employ when using the motion
planning algorithm presented in Section II.
B. The Motion Planning Algorithm

where
. Thus, this sequence
in the direction of the Lie bracket
provides a net flow in
between vector fields which are in the equations of motion on
and .
different strata,
In Examples 3 and 4, it was required that certain Lie brackets
be zero. While one could simply check that these conditions are
met in a given situation, the following assumption will guarantee
this condition.
Assumption 1: If it is necessary to lift a foot from the ground
during a gait cycle, we assume that the robot can directly control,
(via a single control, or a combination of control inputs), the

For the purposes of motion planning, the method presented
in Section II could be used in conjunction with the stratified extended systems. The basic idea is to use the stratified extended
system to plan the motion in the bottom stratum in order to obtain the fictitious inputs. We can determine the actual inputs by
the method in Section II with the modification that whenever
the system must flow along a vector field in a higher stratum, it
switches to that stratum by lifting the appropriate foot or feet,
flowing along the vector field, and then replacing the appropriate foot or feet, as in Example 3.
Specifically, the algorithm to generate trajectories that move
the system from initial configuration to final configuration
is as follows.
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1) Construct the extended stratified system, (19), on the
.
bottom strata
, that connects and .
2) Find a nominal trajectory,
, solve
Given

for the fictitious inputs, . As discussed in Section IV.C,
it may be necessary to decompose the entire trajectory
from the initial point to final point into smaller subtrajectories.
3) For each path segment in each strata, compute the actual
. As discussed
controls that steer the system along
previously, this solution might require the transformation
of the backward Philip Hall coordinates to forward Philip
Hall coordinates if the degree of the Lie brackets in the
extended system is greater than two.
4) Flow along each first order vector field, and approximate
higher order vector fields as illustrated in Example 3. In
general, it will be necessary to switch strata between some
of these flows.

the method of constructing of the real inputs from the fictitious
inputs, we have that
, where is the degree of
nilpotency of the system, or the degree of the nilpotent approximation.
Pick a ball, , of radius , and let be the maximum norm
of all the (first order) vector fields, for all points in . Recall
that the real inputs, were given by a sequence of inputs which
approximate the flow of the extended system. Denote this sequence by , where the superscript indexes the input, and the
subscript indexes its position in the sequence. The maximum
distance that the system can possibly flow from the starting
point, , is given by the sum of the distances of the individual
denote the point in
flows. Let
the flow that is maximally distant from the starting point (this
is not necessarily the final point, ). To guarantee stability,
. However, this distance,
we must show that
is necessarily bounded by the sum of the norms of
each individual flow associated with one real control input, ,
i.e.,

C. Gait Stability
Before we illustrate this method in Section V, we consider the
additional issue of and stability. There is not an inherent mechanism in the straightforward application of the method of Section
II to guarantee the stability of the gait. Recall that the method is
based on the selection of a trajectory for the extended system,
, from which the fictitious inputs are determined. It is important to note that the actually realized trajectory will generally
. Thus, merely picking an initial trajectory
which
not be
is always stable is not sufficient. One also must guarantee that
the method’s inherent deviations from the initial trajectory lie
within the stability bounds.
Stability considerations can be incorporated into the method
as follows. Assume that there is a means for determining the
stability of the system by means of a scalar-valued function
. For convenience, assume that when
of the configuration
, the system is unstable, when
, the system
, the system is on the stability
is stable, and when
, must be
boundary. In our analysis, the initial trajectory,
.
selected such
The overall approach is to, when necessary, take steps that are
“small enough” to ensure that the system remains stable. Since
the flow sequences are composed of small motions and a norm
is necessary to measure the length of a flow, we will either conor equip the configuration mansider the system locally in
ifold with a metric. Given a desired step along the trajectory,
, let
, i.e., the
distance from the step’s starting point to the closest point on the
stability boundary. We want to ensure that the system’s trajec. Let and
denote the
tory does not intersect the set
starting and final trajectory points. Without loss of generality, let
be a desired straight line path between
. Recall that
the starting and end points. Also, let
the fictitious inputs, were determined by solving an equation
for the .
of the form
, for some constant . By
We have that

However,

and

. Thus
(20)

, by choosing the desired final point
and since
close enough to the starting point, the trajectory will not intersect the stability boundary.
, if is large,
Note that since is raised to the power of
then it may be necessary to make exceedingly small in order
to ensure stability. However, the bound expressed in (20) is itself
very conservative since it sums the length of a bound on each
individual flow in the series. In actuality, because the largest
flows correspond to the Lie brackets of order , simply summing
their component lengths will give a conservative bound. Given
these two observations, an appropriate step length may often be
best determined experimentally.
The same observations also apply to obstacle avoidance. If
the robot traverses an environment with obstacles, we assume
that the nominal trajectory is designed by an holonomic or rigid
body planner in such a manner as to avoid obstacles. Ensuring
that the actual trajectory also avoids the obstacles, requires that
the nominal trajectory be analogously broken into sufficiently
small steps to ensure that the actual trajectory remains sufficiently close to it.
V. EXAMPLE
The approach is illustrated by generating control inputs that
will steer a simplified model of the hexapod of Fig. 1 to walk
over flat terrain (see Section VI for an example involving manipulation of a curved object, which is analogous to locomotion over uneven terrain). This hexapod model is adapted from
a similar robot model presented previously in [35]. The key difficulty in this example is the fact that the legs are kinematically
insufficient, making sideways motion difficult. Assume that the
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robot walks with a tripod gait3 , alternating movements of legs
1-4-5 with movements of legs 2-3-6. With the tripod gait asand
sumption, this robot has four control inputs. The inputs
respectively control the forward and backward angular leg
displacements of legs 1-4-5 and legs 2-3-6, while inputs and
respectively control the height of legs 1-4-5 and 2-3-6.
The equations of motion can be written as follows.

where
represents the planar position of the center of
mass, is the front to back angular deflection of legs 1-4-5,
is the angular deflection of legs 2-3-6, is the leg length and
is the height of the legs off the ground. The functions
and
are defined by
if
if

if
if

Note that these equations require some foot slippage in order to
describe the motion of a robot like the one illustrated in Fig. 1.
Since the robot walks in a tripod gait, stability is ensured if the
robot’s center of mass remains above the triangle defined by the
tripod of feet which are in contact with the ground. Considering
the motion of legs 1-4-5, the center of mass of the robot must
from the front of the robot to
be at least
ensure stability, where denotes the length of the body. See
Fig. 5. Alternatively, if the center of mass is located a distance
from the front of the robot, then stability is ensured during the
motion if both of these constraints are satisfied

Fig. 5. Stability margin for hexapod tripod gait.

where
represents the planar position of a reference
is the angle of legs
frame attached to the robot’s center,
is the angle of legs 2-3-6. The variables and
1-4-5 and
are both 0 since the legs maintain ground contact. Let
and
represent the first and second columns in (21).
If legs 1-4-5 are in contact with the ground, but legs 2-3-6 are
not in contact, the equations of motion are

(22)

is the height of legs 2-3-6 and
is constrained to be
where
and
,
0. Label columns one, two and three in (22)
respectively. If legs 2-3-6 are in ground contact and legs 1-4-5
are not, the equations of motion are

(23)
Denote the stratum when all the feet are in contact
by
, the stratum when tripod one is in contact
, by , the stratum when tripod two is in contact
, by
and the stratum when no legs are in
, by . Note that this system satisfies the
contact
requirements of Assumption 1 since, regardless of the values of
and , the vector fields moving the foot out of contact with the
, and the equations of motion
ground are of the form
are independent of the foot heights .
(where all
The equations of motion in the bottom strata,
the feet maintain ground contact), are

is constrained to be 0. The columns in (23) are denoted
, and
.
For motion planning purposes, we must select enough
vector fields to span the tangent space of the bottom stratum,
. A simple calculation shows that the set of vector fields,
spans
for all
. Note that
.
The stratified extended system is constructed from the extended system that uses the vector fields from all strata.
where

(24)
or, in greater detail
(21)

3Reference [1] shows that the hexapod is small time locally gait controllable
when a tripod gait is used.
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Let the starting and ending configurations be:

A path that connects these points is
. Equating
with with the stratified extended system
and solving for the fictitious controls yields

Fig. 6. Straight trajectory.

or, since

In order to execute these flows, the robot must switch from the
bottom stratum to the higher strata when executing a control
input associated with a fictitious input for a higher strata.
Thus, the total control sequence is

, and if we let

For a system which is nilpotent of order 2, we have from (9)
(where the ’s from (24) are substituted for the ’s in (9) in the
order that they appear in (24)

which yields

Since the nilpotent approximation is of order two, there is no
need to transform to forward Philip Hall coordinates. Instead,
we can directly construct a sequence of controls to move in the
desired direction.
Let denote concatenation of control inputs, so that, for exdenotes that
for time
followed by
ample,
for time
. Considering the vector fields on
,
and
), the system needs to flow along
(
seconds, and construct a
the first two vector fields for
piecewise approximation to the flow along the third Lie bracket
seconds. The control sequence to approxvector field for
imately move the system in the direction of the flow of the Lie
bracket is
(25)
where each of the individual control inputs is equal
seconds [recall (2)]. To flow along
seconds. Similarly to flow along
seconds.
On the higher strata, to flow along
seconds and to flow along
for

to one for
for
for
for
seconds.

The first four terms in the sequence approximate the Lie bracket
term denotes the
motion on the bottom stratum. The
length of time each control input is “on.” The next two terms
and
terms individually on the
are the contribution of the
bottom stratum. The next term represents a small flow associated with removing legs 2-3-6 out of contact with the ground,
and the following term corresponds to legs 2-3-6 moving back
to their initial position. Since the legs are not in contact with
the ground, this motion does not cause the body of the robot to
move. The next input corresponds to legs 2-3-6 moving back
into contact with the ground. The next three inputs correspond
to legs 1-4-5 performing an analogous motion.
Fig. 6 shows the path of the robot’s center as it follows a
straight line trajectory, which is broken into four equal segments. Due to the nilpotent approximation, there is some small
final error. Better accuracy can be obtained by use of a higher
order nilpotent approximation or a second iteration of the algorithm from the robot’s ending position. Note that the main body
axis is oriented along the -axis in this example. Since the legs
can not move immediately sideways, the robot’s motion must
include “parallel-parking-like” behavior to follow this line.
There is no inherent limitation in the method which requires
the trajectory to be broken down into subsegments, however,
there are two reasons to do so. First, since the method is based
upon decomposing a desired trajectory into flows along the
Philip Hall basis vector fields, the final trajectory is only related
to the desired trajectory in that the end points are the same
(or approximately the same for nilpotent approximations).
Breaking the path into segments leads to better overall tracking.
Second, robot stability requirements may also demand smaller
steps.
The approach is general enough that approximate tracking of
arbitrary trajectories is possible. Fig. 7 shows the hexapod following an ellipse while maintaining a constant angular orientation. Fig. 8 shows the results when a smaller step size is used.
In the first simulation, the elliptical trajectory is broken into 30
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Fig. 9. Hexapod leaving footprints.

Fig. 7.

Elliptical trajectory.

Fig. 10. Nominal obstacle avoidance trajectory.

Fig. 8.

Elliptical trajectory with smaller steps.

segments. In the second, it is divided into 60 segments. In this
example, part of the trajectory tracking error is due to the nilpotent approximation, but another contribution to the error is the
simplicity of the model. Some directions are more “difficult” for
the system to execute than others due to the kinematic limitations of the leg design. Because this mechanism can not execute
“crab-like” gaits, its tracking error during sideways motions increases, as this direction corresponds to a Lie bracket direction.
Also plotted in these figures is the stability criterion. Let the
body length be 2 units of length and let the center of mass be
located a distance of 0.75 units from the front of the robot. Then,
[rad] and
[rad].
the stability criterion is
are indicated by the
In Figs. 7 and 8 the stability limits for
straight horizontal lines. In the first case, where the robot takes
bigger steps, the stability condition is violated. However, in the
second case it is not.

Fig. 9 depicts the footprints left by the hexapod as it follows
a straight line diagonal path while simultaneously rotating at a
constant rate. The complex pattern of the footfalls suggests that
any technique that is based on foot placement would be very
difficult to apply to this system.
Finally, we consider obstacle avoidance. While the nominal
must a priori avoid any obstacles, this coninitial trajectory
straint alone will not guarantee that the actual motion avoids
obstacles. If the trajectory is divided into sufficiently small segments, as suggested in Section IV-C, then obstacle avoidance
can be realized. Fig. 10 shows a desired nominal path (indicated
by a black line) of the hexapod’s body center through a set of obstacles. The walls of the environment are indicated by dark grey
regions. The lighter grey regions correspond to locations of the
robot’s center where some vehicle orientations may cause the
hexapod to intersect the walls (i.e., the grey regions are the projected silhouettes of the c-space obstacles).
To make the problem more challenging, we also specify that
the robot rotates at a uniform rate as it follows the nominal trajectory. A real-world scenario where this might be desirable is
a patrol robot that must constantly scan in all directions. Fig. 11
(top) shows the path of robot’s center of mass when the trajectory is not finely divided enough to satisfy the criteria of Section
IV-C (it is subdivided into 100 subtrajectories). Since the path
of the center of mass intersects the lighter grey regions during
portions of its motion, the robot would realistically bump into
the walls in this example. However, if the nominal trajectory is
sufficiently subdivided (into 300 subtrajectories in this case) to
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Fig. 12.

Fig. 11.

Four fingers manipulating an object.

Top: obstacles not avoided. Bottom: obstacles avoided.

satisfy the requirement of Section IV-C, the robot avoids the
walls, as illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 11.
VI. MULTI-FINGERED HAND MANIPULATION
The methodology described above can be almost immediately
applied to object manipulation via finger gaiting in a multi-fingered hand as long as the equations of motion can be written
in the form of a kinematic system. This may be difficult in the
case of rolling contact because the equations of motion may become extremely complicated. Preliminary efforts to overcome
this limitation can be found in [36]. The application of this approach leads to an object manipulation planning strategy that
is independent of the geometry of the grasped object and independent of the manipulating hand’s morphology. The method is
also independent of the type of contact between the finger and
object (e.g., “point contact with friction,” “soft finger” etc.) and
independent of the morphology of the manipulating “fingers”
(i.e., independent of the number of joints, etc.).
Consider the “egg-shaped” object in Fig. 12 whose surface is
parameterized by

Fig. 13. Finger kinematics.

, and
where the subscripts denote
which fingers are in contact with the object.
Since the nominal trajectory stays away from the fingers’
kinematic singularities, the finger tip velocities can be considered as system inputs. This input choice will simplify the computations and make the equations of motion satisfy (16). One
can not generally choose the inputs in this way, (for example,
when the the finger tips are in rolling contact with the object);
however, the more general cases still fits within the framework
of the stratified motion planning method outlined in Section III.
The equations of motion for such a grasped system are
straightforward, though possibly tedious, to derive (see [32] for
details). The equations of motion on the bottom stratum are of
the form

and on the higher strata are of the form

This object is to be manipulated by four, three DOF fingers
whose kinematic model is shown in Fig. 13. A “point contact
with friction” model is assumed.
The stratified c-space will consist of a total of 16 different
strata, corresponding to all the possible combinations of finger
contacts. However, as will be clear shortly, the system is
manipulable if it is restricted to only five strata: when all four
fingers are in contact plus each of the four cases where only
one of the fingers is out of contact. Denote these strata as

where the first 6 inputs are associated with the finger tip velocities for the three fingers contacting the object, and inputs 7–9
are the three degrees of freedom for the finger that is not in conthrough
will take the
tact with the object. Note that
since they are the unconstrained finger
form
tip velocities of the finger which is not contacting the object,
and thus they will satisfy (16). Therefore, they may be incorporated into the equations of motion for the bottom stratified
extended system.
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As the object rotates, each finger’s nominal configuration is
such that it contacts the object along that same axis. This can be
determined by equating the forward kinematics for each finger
with the point on the object’s surface that intersects the respective
radial from the origin, and then, using the kinematics
of each finger, determine the desired joint configurations. For
this particular example, this trajectory is difficult to compute
analytically, but is simple to do numerically for each step of the
system’s motion. The desired trajectory is decomposed into 10
subsegments, and a sequence of six “snapshots” from the manipulation is shown in Fig. 14.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 14. Snapshots of computer simulation of object manipulation via finger
repositioning.

Incorporating these unconstrained finger tip velocity vector
fields for each of the four higher strata gives a stratified extended
system of the form

on
from
..
.

Our method provides a general means to solve the trajectory generation problem for many types of legged robotic and
multi-fingered systems. The simulations indicate that the approach is rather simple to apply. The method is independent of
the number of legs (fingers) and is not based on foot (finger)
placement principles. For a given legged robot mechanism, a
specifically tuned leg-placement-based algorithm may lead to
motions which use fewer steps or results in less tracking error.
However, for the purposes of initial design and evaluation of
a legged mechanism, our approach affords the robotic design
engineer an automated way to implement a realistic trajectory
generation scheme for a quasi-static robot of nearly arbitrary
morphology. More importantly, we believe that our approach
provides an evolutionary path for future research and generalizations.
Since many interesting robotic systems (such as bipeds) are
not kinematic, an algorithm for solving the trajectory generation problem for such systems is necessary. However, since the
state of the art for solving the trajectory generation problem for
smooth systems with drift is still in its infancy, it may be difficult to make headway along these lines until more complete
results for the smooth case become known.
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from
where all the vector fields except those on the first line correspond to free finger tip motion. Tedious detailed calculations
spans the tangent space to the c-space,
show that
so the system is stratified manipulable. Since no Lie brackets are
necessary to make the system stratified manipulable, this system
is already in extended form, and the actual control inputs are the
same as the “fictitious” inputs presented in Sections II and III.
Assume that the initial and final configurations are identical
(as illustrated in Fig. 12), and that the desired motion is a pure
about the axis
.
rotation of
Using exponential coordinates, then, the object’s nominal configuration as a function of time is given by Rodrigues’ formula:

For the object’s initial and final configuration in Fig. 12, each
relative to the - and -axes.
finger is oriented at an angle of
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